Bliss

*Guide the masked boy through the five stages of grief and find out where you are and more importantly; why.*

**Developer:** Markus Oljemark  
- Stockholm University.  
**Contact:** Markus.oliemark@gmail.com

**Artist:** Phillip Zhang  
- Laguna College of Art and Design.  
**Contact:** Phillipzzhang@gmail.com

**Faculty Member:** Sandy Appleoff  
- Game Art Dean at Laguna College of Art and Design  
**Contact:** sAppleoff@lcad.edu

**Target platform and audience**
Indie game fans on pc and consoles that enjoy games similar games to Braid and Limbo. The game is developed with MonoGame and is cross-platform compatible.

**Gameplay Summary**
You guide a faceless character through an abstract world where each level represents a part of an old man’s life. The game is a slow and peaceful puzzle platformer, focusing heavily on the story. To your disposal you have a boomerang and a stopwatch that can freeze time that you must combine to proceed. The main puzzle requires you to kill all the enemies on the screen while the time is frozen; this opens a gate and allows you to advance. There are also other kinds of puzzles, platforming possibilities, mazes and bosses. The first level is very bright and beautiful as it represents the denial stage of grief; the rest of the game is darker but with a beautiful ending in which everything comes together.

**Key features:**
- Beautiful 2D graphics and relaxing music.
- Unique and innovative levels.
- Deep and meaningful story.

**Video link:** [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pqKQEsn9xY](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pqKQEsn9xY)